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Session 30 The Covenant with Abraham – The Land Part 1 
 
“Now the LORD said to Abraham “Go forth from your country … to the land that I will show you” … and Abram went 
forth” Gen. 12: 1, 4. 
 
At the tower of Babel, people conspired and rebelled against God 11:4, and were scattered 11:9.  
 
Now God directs a man to a particular place and he obeys. It is a new and definitive beginning. The genealogy in the 
remainder of chapter 11 sets the scene. 
 
We see the same strategy at work as in the case of the seed. God is placing a man and a woman in a specific location 
where they can learn to live in relationship with Him – listen, trust, and obey. God will be their source of wisdom and 
provision protection. They will face a number of tests of faith and loyalty. 
It is not difficult to hear the echoes of another place – Eden – and it is prophetic of creation restored through the Seed, 
e.g. Isaiah 11:6-9. 
 
The strategy extends to Abraham’s family, 12:7 and to the nation that will come from that family, 13:15.  
It is obvious that this would be the case until the Seed has fulfilled the promise of Gen. 3:15, but why “to the end of time”? 
We will need to consider this later. 
 
Israel was, and still is, a unique nation, Amos 3:1-2, Ezek. 20:32-33.  
In Biblical times their calling and significance were inextricably tied up with this small strip of territory.  
 
Jacob was carried from Egypt to be buried there and Joseph stipulated that his bones should be returned there, Gen. 50. In 
exile they prayed towards Jerusalem Dan. 6:10, and longed for home, Psalms126 and 137.  
Within the land they were to be a model of what it means to live in relationship with the one true God but they were 
not particularly interested in territory (like Islam), or mission (like the church). 
 

Why this land? 
 
Geography is the key to understanding Biblical events.  
Some facts: 
Dan to Beersheba 150 miles. 
35 miles (in north) to 85 miles (in south) wide. 
A land bridge between Europe, Africa, and Asia (the center of the world!) – trade and military routes 
Located between competing empires – Egypt, Assyria/Babylon/Persia, Greece/Rome 

Bounded on west by sea and on east by desert 
From +9000 feet to –1300 feet  
Many different climates – cooler and wetter in north and west, very hot and dry in south and east. This depends on 
elevation (temperature/rainfall) and distance from the sea (humidity). The desert is the main factor east of the mountains. 
Rainfall is usually confined to Oct./Nov. – March/April in any part of Israel. “Early and later rains” at either end tend to be 
heavier and assist plowing and help to swell the grain, see Jer. 5:24, Joel 2:23. Also at these extremities there may be hot 
dry winds from the Arabian Desert. 
Summer temperatures are 65-85 C in the mountains and 80-105 C in the rift valley and on the coast.  
 
4 regions from west to east  

 
1) Coastal plain 
 
3 miles wide in north – 25 miles wide in south. Few natural harbours. On main trade/military route. Grain in south, 
forests in north, fishing. 
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2) Hill country (avg. 2500 feet)  
 
About 20 miles wide, crossed by valleys. Moderate climate and good rainfall, mainly in Jan/Feb. 
 
Rocks are porous limestone storing water and issuing in many springs. Fertile soil/forests (both now gone). 
Sheep/goats, wheat (in valleys), grapes, olives ands also nuts and other types of fruit Deut. 7:13, Neh. 5:11, Psalm 
104:15. 
 
Abraham and Jacob lived part of the time on the hills – the way of the Patriarchs, Gen. 35:27, 37:1. He sent his sons 
north from Hebron to find pasture at Shechem, v12-14. Joseph found that they had moved north to Dothan, v 15-17. 
 
The Jezreel valley, (God sows) - 25 by 15 miles  - is also known as Armageddon, Rev. 16:16. 

Very rich fertile soil (330 feet thick), good rainfall, sometimes became a marsh. It was the granary of Israel in biblical 
times. The main highway passed through it. This area features in the periods of the Judges (Gideon and Deborah/Barak) 
and Saul. Mounts Tabor, Moreh, and Gilboa and are in the valley and it is bounded on the west by the Carmel range. 

The southern hill country (Negev) includes several places of the Patriarchs – Hebron, Beersheba, 
and Gerar. It was short of water and there were disputes with neighbours about wells. 
 
3) The Rift valley (+1800 feet in north to –1300 feet in south) 
It runs from the Lebanese mountains through Lake Galilee and the Jordan (“going down”) to the Dead Sea. It is about 
10 miles wide. It was the place of Sodom, Jericho, of David’s “outlaw period”, and Herod’s winter palace (Masada).  
 
4) Trans Jordan (A plateau rising to 4000 feet) 
Two and a half tribes settled there adjacent to Moab and Ammon and Edom and the Amalekites to the south and east. It 
is about 25 miles wide. There is good rainfall in the north supporting cattle and grain, with forests a little farther south. 
Sheep grazed farther south. The economy benefited from the major trade route – the King’s Highway. In the Greek 
period cities (the Decapolis) were founded. 

  

The land is described in glowing terms – milk and honey, Ex. 3:8, the beautiful land, Dan. 11:16, the glory of all 
lands, Ezek. 20:6, 15. The spies confirmed the reports, Num. 13:25-26. It was a land that God blessed, Deut. 11:11-12. 
A contrast is made with Egypt 11:9b-10. The topography of the land would act as a thermometer of Israel’s relationship 
with God. Egypt represented toilsome labour.  
 
Canaan had a different dynamic, Deut. 11:13-15. Again we hear echoes of Eden – creation would work with and for them 
as they trusted and obeyed the LORD. (Lot made a big mistake – he compared Egypt to the garden of the Lord, Gen. 13:10-
11). They could even afford to allow the land its Sabbath rest, Lev. 25:1-7, 18-22. 
 
If they turned away from the LORD the land would cease to provide for them, Deut. 11:16-17, and would produce 
thorns, Isaiah 7:23-25, Hosea 10:8, c.f. Gen. 3:17-19. The state of the land will act as a mirror of Israel, Jer. 12:7-13; He 
will “uproot” them, v14 
If they turn back to Him the situation will be reversed, Isaiah 55:13, c.f. Jer. 12:15-17 (note that the Gentile nations are 
also included in this judgement and promise). 
 
 
 
 
 


